LIMOUSINE COMPANIES

Results for Class Code: 7370
Description: **TAXICAB CO.-ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES & DRIVERS**
Status: Active

- **TAXICAB CO.-ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES & DRIVERS** - The entire payroll of all taxicab drivers shall be included in calculating the premium. In the absence of verifiable payroll records, the premium charged will be determined on the basis of the amount per vehicle per policy year for employee-operated vehicles shown in the state rate pages under Miscellaneous Values. This amount is subject to pro rata adjustment only when a vehicle is owned by the insured for a portion of the policy period. If the owner also leases or rents such vehicles, an additional premium shall be calculated on the basis of the amount per vehicle per policy year for leased or rented vehicles shown in the state rate pages under Miscellaneous Values. This amount is subject to pro rata adjustment only when the lease is for a portion of the policy period. These amounts in consideration of gratuities, multiple shifts, downtime, vacation time or other periods during which the vehicle is not in operation. For basis of premium, for taxicab rentals wherein accurate records are obtainable for hours of use of such cab the state minimum wage shall apply (state minimum wage x hours worked = payroll). Such minimum wage shall be adjusted to be flexible to equal the increases and/or decreases in minimum wages as published in the State of Wisconsin. In those instances wherein accurate hours of use of cabs cannot be obtained, see Miscellaneous Values as published in the Wisconsin Rate Pages.

Garage employees are to be separately rated to Code 8385.

Results for Class Code: 7382
Description: **BUS CO. ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES & DRIVERS**
Status: Active

- **BUS CO. ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES & DRIVERS** - Garage employees are to be separately rated to Code 8385.
- **BUS TERMINAL OPERATIONS-DISPATCHERS, PORTERS, MATRONS & CLEANERS**
- **RAILROAD OPERATION ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES & DRIVERS**
- **SIGHT SEEING SERVICE - BUS OPERATIONS**
- **TRACKLESS TROLLEY**
- **TRUCK RENTAL**
PHOTOGRAPHY AND DOCUMENT SCANNING

Results for Class Code: 4361
Description: PHOTOGRAPHER-ALL EMPLOYEES & CLERICAL, SALESPERSONS, DRIVERS
Status: Active

- PHOTOGRAPHER-ALL EMPLOYEES & CLERICAL, SALESPERSONS, DRIVERS - Includes incidental retail store and photo processing employees developing or printing, whether from film or digital media. As respects for aerial photography, the payroll of all members of the flying crew and aircraft ground employees shall must be assigned separately rated to the appropriate aircraft flying and ground classification.

- BLUE PRINTING ESTABLISHMENTS
- FILM PRINT SHOPS—ALL EMPLOYEES & CLERICAL, SALESPERSONS, DRIVERS — Includes developing and printing of film.
- MICROFILM - DEVELOPING EQUIPMENT
- PHOTO PRINT SHOP—ALL EMPLOYEES & CLERICAL, SALESPERSONS, DRIVERS - Applies to developing and printing photographs from film or digital media.
- PHOTOSTAT PRODUCTION

Results for Class Code: 8015
Description: QUICK PRINTING-COPYING OR DUPLICATING SERVICE-ALL EMPLOYEES & CLERICAL, SALESPERSONS, DRIVERS
Status: Active

- QUICK PRINTING-COPYING OR DUPLICATING SERVICE-ALL EMPLOYEES & CLERICAL, SALESPERSONS, DRIVERS - Applies to risks employers that provide reproductions by means of offset-type duplicators on paper sizes less than 18 x 23 inches. The reproduction by means of electrostatic-type devices, digital or non-impact imaging on paper of any size is also included. Additional operations performed by such risks employers in support of quick printing or copying services are included in Code 8015 such as binding, collating, corner rounding, cutting, distribution, folding, scoring, laminating, mailing, numbering, padding, perforating, foil embossing, shrink-wrapping, stapling, automated plate making and similar type activities are included in this classification.

Manual platemaking and rubber stamp making on a strictly incidental basis are also included.

Any employer that provides reproductions by methods other than described above, or where the principal activity is one of the additional activities noted above and not quick printing or copying services, must be separately rated to Code 4299. Codes 4299 and 8015 must not be
assigned to the same employer unless the operation subject to Code 8015 is conducted as a separate and distinct business.

Box scoring and die making operations are excluded from Code 8015. **DOCUMENT-SCANNING OPERATIONS—ALL EMPLOYEES & CLERICAL, SALESPERSONS, DRIVERS** - Applies to document-scanning operations for customers performed at the employer's or customer's location. Includes document storage and shredding operations performed at the employer's location only. Document shredding performed at the customer's location, including the bailing and transportation of those shredded documents, is to be separately rated to Code 8264

- **LIGHT PACKAGING, MAILING, COPYING, SORTING, STORE FRONT, MAIL BOXES, ETC.**

Results for Class Code: **8264**
Description: **BOTTLE - DEALER - USED & DRIVERS**

- **BOTTLE - DEALER - USED & DRIVERS** - No collecting or handling of scrap iron or steel. Shall not be assigned to a risk engaged in operations described by another classification unless the operations subject to Code 8264 are conducted as a separate and distinct business.

- **DOCUMENT-SHREDDING OPERATIONS & DRIVERS** - Applies to employers in the business of document-shredding only. Includes shredding at the employer's or customer's location, including the bailing and transportation of those shredded documents. Also includes all shredding at the customer's location when performed as part of a document-scanning operation. Refer to Code 8015 for document-scanning operations for customers performed at the employer's or customer's location

- **OAKUM MFG**

- **PAPER SHREDDING ONLY**

- **PAPER STOCK OR RAG DEALER-USED & DRIVERS** - No collecting or handling scrap iron or steel. Laundry operations to be separately rated as Code 2585-Laundry NOC. Shall not be assigned to a risk engaged in operations described by another classification unless the operations subject to Code 8264 are conducted as a separate and distinct business.

- **RUBBER STOCK DEALER-USED & DRIVERS** - No collecting or handling of scrap iron or steel. Shall not be assigned to a risk engaged in operations described by another classification unless the operations subject to Code 8264 are conducted as a separate and distinct business.

- **X-RAY FILM DEALERS INCLUDING** - Buying x-ray film and sell to processors for silver reclamation.
Results for Class Code: 4299
Description: PRINTING
Status: Active

- **PRINTING** - Includes incidental assembling, stapling, or binding of circulars, pamphlets, or catalogues. Artists, designers, proofreaders, editors, or clerical office employees to be separately rated as Code 8810-Clerical; reporters, advertising, or circulation solicitors to be separately rated as Code 8742.
- **ADVERTISING BANNER MFG - CLOTH OR PAPER**
- **DECALCOMANIA TRANSFER MFG** - No silk screening.
- **ELECTROTYPING** - Codes 4299-Printing and lithographing and 4304-Newspaper publishing shall not be assigned to the same risk unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses.
- **ENGRAVING - MFG WAX ENGRAVING -NPD WITH 4350**
- **LINOTYPE OR HAND COMPOSITION** - Shall not be assigned to a risk engaged in operations described by another classification unless the operations subject to Code 4308 are conducted as a separate and distinct business.
- **LITHOGRAPHING** - Includes incidental assembling, stapling or binding of circulars, pamphlets, or catalogues. Artists, designers, proofreaders, editors, or clerical office employees to be separately rated as Code 8810-Clerical. Reporters, advertising, or circulation solicitors to be separately rated as Code 8742.
- **MAP MFG - PRINTED**
- **METAL NAMEPLATE LETTERING**
- **PAPER RULING**
- **PLAYING CARDS MFG** - Paper or cardboard MFG to be separately rated as Code 4239.
- **PRINTING STRIP MFG**
- **RUBBER STAMP MFG OR ASSEMBLY** - MFG of frames, backs, or handles to be separately rated.
- **SIGN MANUFACTURING PLASTIC OR VINYL COMPUTER-GENERATED LETTERS OR GRAPHICS NO PAINTING OR USING POWER MACHINERY** - Includes designing and cutting letters or graphics and mounting on premanufactured surfaces of fabric, metal, plastic, or wood and the cutting, forming, or molding of mounting surfaces. Codes 4299 and 9501 must not be assigned to the same employer unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses. Sign installation, maintenance, repair, removal, or replacement—away from the shop—are to be separately rated to Codes 9521 or 9554.
- **STEREOTYPING**
Results for Class Code: 9501
Description: PAINTING SHOP ONLY & DRIVERS
Status: Active

- **PAINTING SHOP ONLY & DRIVERS** - Shall not be assigned to a risk engaged in operations described by another classification unless the operations subject to Code 9501 are conducted as a separate and distinct business.
- **ADVERTISING DISPLAY SERVICE - INSTALLATION & REMOVAL - CARDS IN OR ON VEHICLES**
- **BILL POSTING IN BUSES & STREET CARS**
- **CRYOGENICS - DEEP FREEZE METAL**
- **DEEP FREEZE METAL CRYOGENICS**
- **ENAMELING & SANDING - IND - OPERATIONS**
- **FURNITURE PAINTING OR STAINING, NO MFG & DRIVERS**
- **MANUFACTURING WOOD PAINTING, SPRAYING, SANDBLASTING WITH OR WITHOUT POWER MACHINERY & DRIVERS**
- **PAINTING - POWDER PAINTING - OVEN**
- **PLASTIC COATING OF METAL PARTS**
- **SIGN DISPLAYS - IN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION**
- **SIGN MANUFACTURING PLASTIC OR VINYL COMPUTER-GENERATED LETTERS OR GRAPHICS PAINTING OR USING POWER MACHINERY & DRIVERS** - Includes designing and cutting letters or graphics and mounting on premanufactured surfaces of fabric, metal, plastic, or wood and the cutting, forming, or molding of mounting surfaces. Codes 4299 and 9501 must not be assigned to the same employer unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses. Sign installation, maintenance, repair, removal, or replacement—away from the shop are to be separately rated to Code 9521 or 9554.
- **SIGN MFG - STYROFOAM - INCLUDING PAINTING**
- **SIGN PAINTING OR LETTERING INSIDE OF BUILDINGS & DRIVERS** - Includes shop operations. Codes 9501 and 9554-Sign painting or lettering outside of buildings or structures, or 5474-Painting or paperhanging shall not be assigned at the same job or location.
- **VACUUM PAINTING & PLATING**
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM OR DRONE AIRCRAFT

Results for Class Code: 3685
Description: INSTRUMENT MFG NOC
Status: Active

- INSTRUMENT MFG NOC - Applies to professional or scientific instruments.
- ELECTRO PHYSICAL THERAPY EQUIPMENT MFG
- GAUGE PRESSURE - DIAL
- GAUGE PRESSURE - STEAM OR AIR
- INSTRUMENT MFG - AIRPLANE
- INSTRUMENT MFG - SURVEYORS
- LEVEL MFG-EXPENSIVE-PRECISION
- MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC LAMP MFG
- PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT MFG
- PYROMETER MFG
- SCALE MFG - TYPE USED BY DRUGGISTS
- SURVEYOR EQUIPMENT
- THERMOMETER MFG
- UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM OR DRONE AIRCRAFT MFG., SERVICE, OR REPAIR—AIRCRAFT WEIGHING LESS THAN 55 POUNDS - Applies to the manufacture, service, or repair of drone aircraft weighing less than 55 pounds. Includes do-it-yourself, recreational, and commercial models, and military drone aircraft. The manufacture, service, or repair of drone aircraft weighing 55 pounds or more must be separately rated to Code 3830.

Results for Class Code: 3830
Description: AIRPLANE MFG
Status: Active

- AIRPLANE MFG
- UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM OR DRONE AIRCRAFT MFG., SERVICE, OR REPAIR—AIRCRAFT WEIGHING 55 POUNDS OR MORE
  Applies to the manufacture, service, or repair of drone aircraft weighing 55 pounds or more. Includes do-it-yourself, recreational, and commercial models, and military drone aircraft.
  The manufacture, service, or repair of drone aircraft weighing less than 55 pounds must be separately rated to Code 385.
Results for Class Code: 8720
Description: INSPECTION OF RISKS FOR INSURANCE OR VALUATION PURPOSES NOC
Status: Active

- **INSPECTION OF RISKS FOR INSURANCE OR VALUATION PURPOSES NOC** - Code 8720, a "not otherwise classified" classification, is applicable to insurance inspectors, outside claim adjusters, and/or safety engineers, appraisers of fire companies engaged in estimating the salvage value of property, and employments of a similar character.

- **AIR POLLUTION INSPECTOR**
- **ANIMAL - JUDGING ONLY**
- **APPRAISING OF BUILDING, CONTENTS AND MACHINERY**
- **BOILER INSPECTION**
- **ELEVATOR INSPECTING**
- **INSURANCE COMPANIES - ALL OTHER INSPECTORS**
- **JUDGING (CONTEST - ANIMAL)**
- **MARINE APPRAISER OR SURVEYOR**
- **RACETRACK OPERATION HORSE OR DOG RACING OFFICIALS OTHER THAN STARTERS OR THEIR ASSISTANTS**
- **SAFETY ENGINEERS**
- **UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM OR DRONE AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS NOC—AIRCRAFT WEIGHING LESS THAN 55 POUNDS**
  - Applies to employers that operate drone aircraft with a combined weight (including its attached systems, payload, and cargo) of less than 55 pounds for other businesses.

The operation of drone aircraft with a combined weight (including its attached systems, payload, and cargo) of 55 pounds or more for other businesses must be separately rated to the applicable aviation classification.

The manufacture, service, or repair of drone aircraft must be separately rated to Code 3685 or 3830.
AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIR AND MECHANICAL REPAIR

Results for Class Code: 8380
Description: AUTOMOBILE SERVICE OR REPAIR CENTER & DRIVERS
Status: Active

- AUTOMOBILE SERVICE OR REPAIR CENTER & DRIVERS - Includes parts department employees. Automobile salespersons and service writers of automobile sales agencies to be separately rated as to Code 8748. Codes 8380 and 8392 — Automobile storage garage must not be assigned to the same employer unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses. Automobile body repair is to be separately rated to Code 8393. Towing for others and roadside assistance are to be separately rated.
- AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM - AUTOMOBILE - Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated.
- AUTOMOBILE - AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION - Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated.
- AUTOMOBILE - MUFFLER INSTALLATION - Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated.
- AUTOMOBILE - SPEEDOMETER SERVICE - IN CARS
- AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES REPAIRING - SHOPS - REPAIRING BRAKE LININGS & ACCESSORIES
- AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES REPAIRING - WHEEL & FRAME ALIGNING, DRUM GRINDING, ETC
- AUTOMOBILE CAR WASH & DRIVERS - Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated.
- AUTOMOBILE ENGINE DISMANTLING - OUT OF CAR AT JUNK YARD
- AUTOMOBILE HOME TRAILER DEALERS: DELIVERY
- AUTOMOBILE LEASING COMPANY - LONG TERM: ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES & DRIVERS - Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated.
- AUTOMOBILE RADIATOR REPAIR IN CARS
- AUTOMOBILE RADIO SERVICE & INSTALLATION
- AUTOMOBILE REPAIR SHOP, PARTS DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES AND DRIVERS - Automobile salespersons and service writers of automobile sales agencies to be separately rated as Code 8748.
- AUTOMOBILE SALES OR SERVICE AGENCY & PARTS DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES & DRIVERS - Automobile salespersons to be separately rated to Code 8748. Automobile body repair is to be separately rated to Code 8393. Towing for others and roadside assistance are to be separately rated.
- AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATION & DRIVERS - Automobile salespersons and service writers to be separately rated as Code 8748. Code 8392 - Automobile storage garage shall not be assigned to the same risk unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses.
- AUTOMOBILE SPRING INSTALLATION
- AUTOMOBILE UNDERCOATING
- BRAKE SERVICE OR REPAIR & DRIVERS
- CLEANING - AUTOMOBILES AWAY FROM PREMISES
- GASOLINE OR OIL SUPPLY STATIONS - MAINTENANCE BY - Stores to be separately rated.
- GASOLINE STATION - RETAIL & DRIVERS NOC - Includes retail diesel stations and gasoline stations providing full services such as, but not limited to, pumping gasoline, checking fluid levels, attended car washing service, and automobile maintenance or repair. Codes 8380 and 8392 must not be assigned to the same employer unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses. Automobile body repair is to be separately rated to Code 8393. Towing for others and roadside assistance are to be separately rated.
- GOLF CART DEALER - ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES
- HOUSE TRAILERS - SERVICE
- MOBILE HOME - WINDSTORM TIE-DOWN INSTALLATION BY SPECIALIST CONTRACTOR & DR
- MOTOR CYCLE SERVICE
- MUFFLER INSTALLATION OR REPAIR & DRIVERS - Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated.
- RADIO INSTALLATION - AUTO
- RUBBER TIRE DEALER - RETAIL & DRIVERS - Includes repairing, vulcanizing, and the adjustment of tires to vehicles away from the premises of the insured employer. Codes 8380 and 8392 – Automobile storage garage must not be assigned to the same employer unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses. Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated. Store employees to be separately rated under code 8046.
- STORAGE BATTERY SERVICE STATION & DRIVERS - Codes 8380 and 8392 must not be assigned to the same employer unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses. Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated.
- TAXIMETERS-INSTALLATION OR REPAIR & DRIVERS
- TIRE RECAPping
- TRAILER HOME ALL OTHERS
- TRAILER RENTAL - AUTO - U HAUL
- TRUCK LEASING COMPANY-LONG-TERM - Towing for others and roadside assistance to be separately rated.
- UNDERCOATING CARS - ONLY
Results for Class Code: 8393
Description: AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIR & DRIVERS
Status: Active

- **AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIR & DRIVERS** - Applies to the repair of metal, fiberglass, carbon fiber and plastic automobile bodies and includes upholstering and painting. Includes estimators. Automobile mechanical service and repair work are to be separately rated to code 8380. Codes 8393, 3822, 3824, 3808, 8380 and 8393 must not be assigned to the same employer unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses. Towing for others and roadside assistance are to be separately rated.
MISCELLANEOUS CODE CHANGES

Results for Class Code: 2413
Description: TEXTILE BLEACHING, DYEING, MERCERIZING, FINISHING
Status: Active

- **CLOTH PRINTING—SILK SCREEN PROCESS—MACHINERY OPERATIONS** - Applies to operations before or after the hand printing process.
- **TEXTILE BLEACHING, DYEING, MERCERIZING, FINISHING** - Applies to new goods. Not cleaning or dyeing of garments.
- **WATER PROOFING OF CLOTH**

Results for Class Code: 2417
Description: CLOTH PRINTING
Status: Active

- **CLOTH PRINTING** - Shall not be assigned to a risk engaged in Not applicable to an employer performing operations described by another classification unless the operations subject to Code 2417 are conducted as a separate and distinct business.

Results for Class Code: 2501
Description: CLOTH, CANVAS AND RELATED PRODUCTS MFG NOC
Status: Active

- **CLOTH, CANVAS AND RELATED PRODUCTS MFG NOC**
- **AUTOMOBILE SEAT COVER MFG**
- **AUTOMOBILE TOP MFG**
- **AWNING MFG - CANVAS**
- **BAG OR SACK MFG-CLOTH** - Applies to the mfr. of cotton, burlap, or gunny bags or sacks.
- **BAG RENOVATING** - Applies to the renovating or repairing of cotton, burlap, or gunny bags or sacks and includes sewing.
- **BUFFING OR POLISHING CLOTH, CLOTH DISKS, OR CLOTH WHEEL MFG**
- **BUFFING WHEEL MFG-CLOTH-CUTTING-LAYOUT SEWING, ETC**
- **BUFFING WHEEL MFG-CLOTH-SEWING ONLY**
- **CANVAS GOODS MFG NOC-SHOP** - The installation, removal or repair of awnings, tents or other canvas products away from the shop must be classified to Code 5102. Unless payroll records are accurately maintained showing the amount of payroll expended for shop work, the entire payroll must be assigned to Code 5102.
- **CAP MFG - CLOTH**
- **CHENILLE PRODUCTS MFG - CLOTH**
• **CLOTH PRINTING – SILK SCREEN PROCESS – HAND PRINTING –**
  Includes drying.
• **CLOTH SPONGING, SHRINKING, INSP OR MENDING**
• **CLOTH STENCILING AND CUTTING (SILK SCREENING)**
• **CLOTH WEAVING (PATCHING)**
• **COLLAR MFG**
• **DOLL CLOTHING, CLOTH DOLLS, OR CLOTH PARTS MFG** - Includes dressing of dolls.
• **DRAPERIES OR CURTAINS MFG-FROM CLOTH, PAPER, OR PLASTIC-CUTTING AND SEWING**
• **DUCK CLOTH MFG**
• **EARMUFF MFG - INCLUDING INCIDENTAL METAL**
• **FEATHER PILLOW MFG** - No mattress or box spring MFG
• **FILTER (CLOTH) FOR DAIRY INDUSTRY**
• **FUR CLOTHING MFG** - Preparation of skins to be separately rated.
• **FURNISHING GOODS MFG NOC** - Includes wearing apparel, draperies, or household furnishings from textile fabrics.
• **HAMMOCK MFG**
• **HANDKERCHIEF MFG**
• **HAT MFG** - Includes blowing, starting, or forming of hat shapes. Hatters' fur MFG to be separately rated as Code 2623.
• **KITE MFG - SILK - INCLUDING FRAMES NO WOODWORKING MACHINERY**
• **LAMP-SHADE-PARCHMENT OR TEXTILE (FRAME SEP. RATED)**
• **LINGERIE MFG**
• **LININGS-SEWING INTO COATS BY HAND**
• **MILLINERY MFG** - Applies to ladies trimmed hats.
• **MOSQUITO NETTING - CUTTING, SEWING**
• **NECKTIE MFG - NOT KNITTED**
• **PARACHUTE MFG** - Hardware separately rated.
• **PERMANENT WAVE PAD MFG**
• **PILE FABRIC MFG**
• **PILLLOW, QUILT, OR CUSHION MFG** - No mattress or box spring MFG
• **PLEATING AND STITCHING OR TUCKING**
• **PLUSH OR VELVET MFG**
• **POWDER PUFF MFG**
• **RUBBER GARMENTS MFG**
• **SAILMAKING** - Applies to shop operations.
• **SEAT COVER MFG**
• **SHIRT MFG**
• **SHOE ORNAMENT MFG - FABRIC**
• **SLEEPING BAG MFG**
• **SUSPENDER MFG** - Buckle, webbing, or leather parts MFG to be separately rated.
• **TENT OR AWNING MFG-SHOP** - The installation, removal or repair of awnings, tents or other canvas products away from the shop must be classified to Code 5102. Unless payroll records are accurately maintained showing the amount of payroll expended for shop work, the entire payroll must be assigned to Code 5102.
• **TEXTILE MENDING** - Applies to invisible textile weaving of wearing apparel.
• **TOY MFG CLOTH STUFFED ANIMALS OR TOYS**
• **TRIMMING OR RIBBONS** - HAND SEWING ON FINISHED GARMENTS
• **TRIMMINGS** - MFG FANCY TRIMMING OR PIPING - NOT MANUFACTURING BINDING TAPE OR RIBBON
• **UMBRELLA MFG** - MFG of frames, handles, or hardware to be separately rated.
• **WINDOW SHADE MFG** - Roller manufacturing to be separately rated.
• **YARN OR THREAD DYEING OR FINISHING**

Results for Class Code: 3724
Description: **MACHINERY OR EQUIPMENT ERECTION OR REPAIR NOC & DRIVERS**
Status: **Active**

• **MACHINERY OR EQUIPMENT ERECTION OR REPAIR NOC & DRIVERS** - Code 3724 shall not be assigned to employees of insureds engaged in such work on the premises of the insured. Such payroll must be included in the governing classification.
• **ACETYLENE GAS MACHINE INSTALLATION & DRIVERS**
• **AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS** - NON-PORTABLE - MACHINERY INSTALLATION OR REPAIR OF COMPRESSORS, MOTORS OR OTHER MACHINERY & DRIVERS
• **AUTOMATIC STOKER - GAS OR OIL BURNER INSTALLATION** - COMMERCIAL
• **BARN EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION MECHANICAL**
• **BINS** - METAL OVERHEAD-BUTLER TYPE-MACHINERY & SCALE INSTALLATION
• **CLOCK REPAIRING BLDGS**
• **CONVEYOR INSTALLATION** - MECHANICAL
• **CONVEYOR INSTALLATION** - PORTABLE
• **COOLING TOWER ERECTION** - MACHINERY
• **DOOR INSTALLATION-OVERHEAD & DRIVERS**
• **ELECTRICAL APPARATUS INSTALLATION OR REPAIR & DRIVERS** - Code 3724 shall not be assigned to employees of insureds engaged in the installation or repair of electrical apparatus on the premises of the insured. Such payroll must be included in the governing classification. Erection of poles, stringing of wires, installation of service transformers on poles or on the outside of buildings or the making of service connections to be separately rated as Code 7538 electric light or power line construction.
• **ENGINE - INSTALLATION**
• **FLOODLIGHTS-ERECTION OF TEMPORARY FLOODLIGHTS & DRIVERS**
• **GAS BENCH AND RETORT INSTALLATION & DRIVERS**
• **GAS OR OIL BURNER INSTALLATION COMMERCIAL & DRIVERS**
• **GRATES** - INSTALLATION OR REPLACING IN BOILERS
• **HEATER INDUCTION REPAIR** - OUTSIDE
LEATHER BELTING INSTALLATION OR REPAIR
MILK COOLING UNITS - NOT SELF CONTAINED
MILLWRIGHT WORK NOC & DRIVERS - Applies to the erection or repair of machinery or equipment. Code 3724 shall not be assigned to employees of insureds engaged in millwright work on the premises of the insured. Such payroll must be included in the governing classification.

OIL OR GAS BURNER INSTALLATION NOC & DRIVERS
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT - METAL ERECTION
POLE (STREET LIGHT) INSTALLATION
PUMP INSTALLATION NOC & DRIVERS

REFRIGERATION—COMMERCIAL—INSTALLATION—REPAIRS, CLEANING, OILING, OR ADJUSTING—Compressors

REFRIGERATION—COMMERCIAL—INSTALLATION OR REPAIR OF COMPRESSORS, MOTORS, OR OTHER MACHINERY & DRIVERS - A refrigeration system is defined as “domestic” whether located in a residential or commercial setting provided it is a “reach-in” refrigeration system having not more than a 1/3 h.p. motor or more than a 20-cubic-foot capacity. All other types of refrigeration are considered commercial.

REFRIGERATOR CAR REPAIR
SAFE MOVING - WALL SAFE
SATCHEL DOOR INSTALLATION APPLIES TO GROUND OR ROOM MOUNTED INSTALLATIONS ERECTION OF DISH AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT & DRIVERS
SCALE INSTALLATION OR ADJUSTMENT PLATFORM OR BEAM TYPE & DRIVERS
SEWING MACHINES-COMMERCIAL REPAIRING, INSTALLING, AND DISMANTLING IN SEWING PLANTS & DRIVERS
STOKER INSTALLATION - COMMERCIAL
STREET LIGHTING POST INSTALLATION
TANK INSTALLATION-GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS & DRIVERS
**Results for Class Code: 5183**

**Description:** PLUMBING NOC & DRIVERS

**Status:** Active

- **PLUMBING NOC & DRIVERS** - Applicable to gas, steam, hot water, or other types of pipe fitting. Includes house connections and shop operation. Automatic sprinkler installation to be separately rated as Code 5188.

- **AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS - NON-PORTABLE - PLUMBING & DRIVERS**

- **AUTOMATIC STOKER - GAS OR OIL BURNER INSTALLATION - DOMESTIC**

- **BEER DRAWING EQUIPMENT-CLEANING & INSTALLATION**

- **BOILER OR STEAM PIPE INSULATING & DRIVERS** - Includes shop. Applies to the application of cork or other non-conducting materials.

- **BOILER-DOMESTIC-INSTALLATION OR REPAIR**

- **BUILDING CLEANING-CLEANING FURNACES & CHIMNEY INSIDE**

- **CARRIER SYSTEM-PNEUMATIC-INSTALLATION OR REPAIR & DRIVERS** - Applies to work inside of buildings. Installation of freight carrier systems rated as Code 3724-Millwright work.

- **FURNACE INSTALLATION - HOT WATER OR STEAM & DRIVERS**

- **GAS OR OIL BURNER INSTALLATION - DOMESTIC & DRIVERS**

- **GASOLINE PUMP INSTALLATION & DRIVERS**

- **HEATER INSTALLATION - OIL BURNING**

- **HYDRAULIC LINE (LINE ONLY) CLEANING**

- **INSULATION STEAM PIPE OR BOILER & DRIVERS** - Includes shop. Applies to the use of cork, asbestos, or other non-conducting materials.

- **LAWN SPRINKLER SYSTEM INSTALLATION-UNDERGROUND AND DRIVERS** - Irrigation and drainage system construction to be separately rated as Code 6229.

- **MILKING MACHINE INSTALLATION**

- **PARTS WASHING MACHINES FOR FILLING STATIONS**

- **PUMP INSTALLATION DOMESTIC & DRIVERS**

- **REFRIGERATION COMMERCIAL PIPE FITTING INCLUDING THE INSTALLATION OF TUBING & DRIVERS** - A refrigeration system is defined as “domestic” whether located in a residential or commercial setting provided it is a “reach-in” refrigeration system having not more than a 1/3 h.p. motor or more than a 20-cubic-foot capacity. All other types of refrigeration are considered commercial.

- **REFRIGERATION DOMESTIC PIPE FITTING INCLUDING THE INSTALLATION OF TUBING & DRIVERS** - A refrigeration system is defined as “domestic” whether located in a residential or commercial setting provided it is a “reach-in” refrigeration system having not more than a 1/3 h.p. motor or more than a 20-cubic-foot capacity. All other types of refrigeration are considered commercial.

- **SEWER CLEANING OF BUILDING CONNECTIONS USING PORTABLE EQUIPMENT & DRIVERS**

- **SODA DISPENSER INCLUDING PIPE TO SOURCE, & PIPE CLEANING STANTION- PIPING, ETC**

- **STEAM PIPE OR BOILER INSULATING & DRIVERS** - Includes shop. Applies to the application of cork or other non-conducting materials.

- **SURGE MILK EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION**
• TANK INSTALLATION-GAS STATIONS & DRIVERS
• THERMOSTAT INSTALLATION - NO ELECTRIC
• WATER SOFTENER INSTALLATION-DOMESTIC

Results for Class Code: 5190
Description: ELECTRICAL WIRING-WITHIN BUILDINGS & DRIVERS
Status: Active

• ELECTRICAL WIRING-WITHIN BUILDINGS & DRIVERS - Includes installation or repair of fixtures or appliances. Installation of electrical machinery or auxiliary apparatus to be separately rated as Code 3724-Electrical apparatus installation or repair.
• CABLE INSTALLATION & DRIVERS - Applies to cable installation in conduits or subways. Conduit construction to be separately rated as Code 6325.
• FLUORESCENT LIGHT BULB INSTALLATION & CLEANING
• ICE CREAM CABINET INSTALLATION & SERVICE - BY CONTRACT
• LIGHTING PLANTS INSTALLATION
• LIGHTNING ROD ERECTION AND INSTALLATION
• METER - ELECTRIC - INSTALLING, REPAIRING & TESTING INCLUDING SHOP
• MILK COOLING UNITS - SELF CONTAINED
• REFRIGERATOR INSTALLATION & SERVICE - COMMERCIAL - SELF CONTAINED, DOMESTIC
• REFRIGERATION—COMMERCIAL—CLEANING, OILING, OR ADJUSTING & DRIVERS - A refrigeration system is defined as “domestic” whether located in a residential or commercial setting provided it is a “reach-in” refrigeration system having not more than a 1/3 h.p. motor or more than a 20-cubic-foot capacity. All other types of refrigeration are considered commercial.
• SEWING MACHINES—COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL WIRING-AWAY FROM SHOP & DRIVERS
• THERMOSTAT INSTALLATION - ELECTRIC
Results for Class Code: 9519
Description: HOUSEHOLD AND COMMERCIAL APPLIANCES-ELECTRICAL-INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR & DRIVERS
Status: Active

- HOUSEHOLD AND COMMERCIAL APPLIANCES-ELECTRICAL-INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR & DRIVERS - Includes shop or outside employees and incidental parts department employees. Electrical wiring to be separately classified to Code 5190. Television, radio, video, and audio equipment installation, sales, service, or repair to be separately classified to Code 8010.

- AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS - PORTABLE UNITS - INSTALLATION OR SERVICE & DRIVERS

- ELECTRIC BLANKET SERVICE OR REPAIR

- RADIO OR TELEVISION SET INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR & DRIVERS - Includes shop or outside employees, incidental parts department employees, erection of antennae. Electrical wiring or tower erection to be separately rated.

- REFRIGERATION DOMESTIC: CLEANING, OILING, OR ADJUSTING & DRIVERS - A refrigeration system is defined as “domestic” whether located in a residential or commercial setting provided it is a “reach-in” refrigeration system having not more than a 1/3 h.p. motor or more than a 20-cubic-foot capacity. All other types of refrigeration are considered commercial.

- REFRIGERATION DOMESTIC: INSTALLATION, SERVICE, OR REPAIR & DRIVERS - A refrigeration system is defined as “domestic” whether located in a residential or commercial setting provided it is a “reach-in” refrigeration system having not more than a 1/3 h.p. motor or more than a 20-cubic-foot capacity. All other types of refrigeration are considered commercial.

- REFRIGERATOR, STOVE, WASHING MACHINE SERVICE OR REPAIR - Includes incidental shop & drivers.

- VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR & SERVICE - NO STORE